GIFT TREE PROGRAM

Trees are living gifts that keep on giving from generation to generation.

The Gift Tree Program provides you with an opportunity to honor someone special to you by planting a tree in their behalf in one of St. Petersburg’s beautiful public parks. Trees not only add beauty, they also provide many benefits to the community. Your gift will offer clean air, shade, soil stabilization, stress release, wildlife habitat and much more to the community.

A GIFT THAT GROWS

The St. Petersburg Parks & Recreation Department will help you in selecting, purchasing, planting and maintaining your gift tree on city parkland.

Proceeds from your donation will support the City Beautiful commission, whose mission is to enhance and safeguard the beauty of our natural resources and city landscape, thereby enriching the quality of life for our community.

- The cost of a tree begins at $275 depending on the size and species of the tree.
- All locations and tree selections are subject to approval by the St. Petersburg Parks & Recreation Department.
- Per City policy, plaques are not permitted to be placed on or near gift trees.

For more information or to gift a tree, visit stpete.org/cbc or contact 727-893-7441.